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The improvement of sequencing technologies is increasing the volume of
biosequences in databases. Experimental validation of genomes and proteomes is
however far too slow compared to the pace at which data are being produced and
electronic annotation is the current solution to this problem. The annotation of a new
sequence is inferred from experimentally validated reference proteins using different
algorithms. Recently we developed BAR+ [1], an annotation system that is cluster
centric: a protein enters an annotated cluster provided that it shares at least 40%
sequence identity over at least 90% of the alignment length with a protein of the
cluster. From the cluster the protein inherits all the statistically validated features that
characterize the cluster. These can include GO terms, Pfam domains and protein
structure. Clusters in BAR+ where generated by splitting the components of graphs
where two nodes (two proteins) are linked when they share at least 40% sequence
identity over at least 90% of the pairwise sequence alignment [2]. BAR+ clusters are
therefore graphs where protein sequences are the nodes and similarity relationships
are the edges, with weight equal to the evaluated sequence identity between the pair
of nodes. Over 13 million protein sequences have been clustered into 913962 clusters,
with cluster size up to 87893 nodes.
Here we enhance the level of detail within BAR+ clusters by applying algorithms
used to identify communities in graphs. This is done in order to subcluster sequences
that share within the same cluster more specific functional and structural features. A
community is defined as a subset of nodes having more edges leading to members of
the same community than to other nodes in the graph. The term community comes
from the original application of this concept to social networks; however, community
detection is now used to assess robustness of network infrastructures and to analyze
interaction networks [3], [4]. The definition of community is a bit vague and then a
mathematical measure is needed in order to compare different assignment of nodes to
communities in a graph. Different approaches to community detection have been
developed [5], mostly relying on the maximization of a target function. Other
clustering techniques, like spectral methods and k-means, require a-priori knowledge
of the number of communities. For our purpose, however, an algorithm capable to
automatically detect the communities without the need of setting a parameter is
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necessary. We therefore decided to focus on modularity optimization algorithms since
they are mostly deterministic and the number of communities is not needed in input.
Given a graph containing nodes belonging to a set of communities, the modularity
measure [6] evaluates how well connected the nodes inside a community are in
respect of the other nodes. In theory, maximizing the modularity means that the best
partitioning of the graph has been found. Maximizing the modularity is not easy from
a computational point of view [7] and finding small communities requires additional
knowledge [8].
We applied the Louvain method [9] of modularity maximization to all BAR+ clusters.
This method was chosen due to its fast execution when compared to other approaches
like the Girvan-Newman algorithm [10], that would be unfeasible on graphs with
thousands of nodes like the ones of BAR+. Some of the clusters showed a separation
of annotations amongst the communities. For the cluster of ABC transporters (87893
nodes) our procedure allows splitting into communities specific for different
substrates [11]. In other clusters there is a separation of proteins to be found in the
extracellular from those in the intracellular region, or from proteins operating in the
nucleus from those located in the cell cytoplasm. These results are statistically
validated using a Bonferroni corrected p-value evaluation, the same approach of
BAR+ [2]. Our approach apparently is useful to better select within the cluster
associated features those that eventually are specific for a given community and
therefore make possible an improved electronic annotation of those protein sequences
that infer from the cluster their structural and functional characterization.
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